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Background 

Xanthine oxidoreductase (XOR) is an important enzymatic system of mammalian cells, and it was a 

widely debated subject over the years. XOR is the enzyme which plays a central role in purine catabolism by 

utilising biologically active nucleotides arising from the degradation of nucleic acids and nucleotide 

mediators1. The enzyme exerts a crucial role in the last two steps of purine degradation, metabolizing 

hypoxanthine to xanthine, and xanthine to the final product uric acid (UA), with a concomitant release of 

one of the most important reactive oxygen species, superoxide anion (O2
-). XOR can exist in two 

interconvertible forms, xanthine dehydrogenase (Xdh), which uses NAD+ as electron acceptor, reduced to 

NADH, and xanthine oxidase (XO), whose electron acceptor, O2, is reduced to the superoxide anion (O2-). 

XOR’s pathway was widely debated over the years because of its dual effect: a) anti-oxidant through the 

production of uric acid, who shows a strong activity against ROS in general and more specifically toward 

peroxinitrite anion (ONOO-), and b) pro-oxidant through the release of superoxide anion. Notably, interest 

in its capacity to produce UA and ROS has increased in the last decade from a focus purely related to its 

pathogenic role in gout to a range of cardiovascular pathological phenomena including ischaemia-

reperfusion injury, endothelial dysfunction, atherosclerosis and hypertension. Indeed, from several lines of 

evidence we now know that XOR is involved into the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease (CVD) since 

oxidative stress and elevated serum UA levels are evident in hypertension, heart failure and stable angina. 

Furthermore, it has been seen that animals made hyperuricemic by administering an inhibitor of uricase, 

developed hypertension and vascular disease which was at least partially reversed by supplementing with 

L-arginine, the primary NOS substrate. Taken together these results seem to confirm that both ROS and UA 

accumulation are responsible for reduction of NO levels, and consequently for endothelial dysfunction. 

However, to date, the correlation between serum uric acid level and increasing risk of cardiovascular 

disease is not fully understood, as clinical studies revealed a not negligible association between serum uric 

acid levels and increased risk of developing CVDs not only in patients with overt hyperuricemia (defined as 

more than 6 mg/dl in women and 7 mg/dl in men) but also in patients with its levels well below the so-

called normal range (5.2-6 mg/dl). Such an observation raises new questions to the scientific community 



about this important pathway, and more specifically about the effective role of uric acid and xanthine 

oxidoreductase in the development of the early state of CVDs. 

Aim of the study and activities of first months 

These observations open an interesting perspective about the “functional meaning” of the 

serum UA level, whose “abnormality” can be extended beyond the plasma concentrations that can 

be responsible for the crystal deposition at the tissue levels that underlie gout. Actually, since it 

has been shown that normal physiological levels of UA can be associated with endothelial 

dysfunction and raised BP values, we can postulate that UA, per se, is likely to be an important 

factor responsible for the development of CVD in patients with hyperuricemia but probably not 

the only factor. Conversely it is possible to hypothesise, at least, but not only, in those subjects 

where CVDs coexist with normal serum level of UA, the presence of an upstream derangement of 

the metabolic pathway of UA involving an up-regulation of XO gene expression and/or a 

dysregulation of the mechanisms controlling the irreversible XDH conversion with the final result 

of an increase in XO levels leading to an overproduction of superoxide anion with a consequent 

oxidative stress condition. In light of these observations we aim to investigate whether:  

 

 there is a direct correlation between XO activity and/or expression, ROS production, UA 

levels, and endothelial damage 

 variations in the expression of XDH/XO protein is associated with a oxidative stress condition, 

altered production of UA  and NO  

 variations in the levels of the different substrates for XDH/XO activity is associated with 

altered production of UA and oxidative stress  

 

During this first part of activity carried out at the Clinical Pharmacology Department of the 

Queen Mary University of London, under the supervision of Professor Amrita Ahluwalia, I tried to 

set up an in vitro system with the aim of investigating the molecular mechanisms underlying the 

superoxide production in a baseline condition. To do this, we choose two cell lines, a human 

monocytic leukemia cell line THP-I, and a human embryonic kidney 293T cell line, known to have a 

low expression profile of xanthine oxidase. These cells were cultured in RMPI and DMEM 

supplemented with FBS 10%, L-Glutamine 1%, penicillin /streptomycin 1% and grown at 37C and 

5% of CO2. 48h before the superoxide reading, 70.000 cells per well were seed into a 96-well plate, 

in presence of phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA) at a final concentration of 10nM, which is 



well known to increase the expression profile of our gene of interest. At the end of the indicated 

incubation time, cells were washed two times with HBSS buffer, that was then replaced by dark 

adapted lucigenin solution (10μM) before to read luminesce into a Wallac 1420 multilabel counter 

(PerkinElmeR). Baseline was read with an interval of 5 minutes for 20 minutes, after that, cells 

were exposed to an increasing concentration of XOR substrate, xanthine (1nM - 20μM), and the 

luminescence signal was read every 5 minutes for a total time of 80 minutes. Luminescence values 

obtained from control wells (no cells + reagents) were then subtracted to those recorded from 

sample wells (cells + reagents) in order to eliminate the luminescence background possibly 

induced by vehicles. From these preliminary experiments it seems to emerge a linear relationship 

between the increasing concentration of xanthine, and the superoxide anion production (Fig. 1).  

 

Fig.1 Luminescence quantification via dark adapted Lucigenin (10µM) of O2
-
 in cells exposed to PMA 10nM for 48h in 

presence of an increasing concentration of xanthine. Superoxide production was expressed as count per seconds 

(CPS). 

 

To receive a confirmation of a key role of XOR in the superoxide production, our cells have been 

exposed to the same concentration (25μM) of two important XOR antagonists, Allopurinol and 

Febuxostat, in presence/absence of xanthine. Findings recorded from these experiments show a 

great reduction of superoxide production in presence of Allopurinol and Febuxostat in both 

baseline condition and in presence of xanthine. However an increase of xanthine concentration up 

to 10μM seems to counteract this inhibitory effect (Fig. 2). 

 

 



 

Fig.2 Luminescence quantification via dark adapted Lucigenin (10µM) of O2
-
in cells pre-treated with PMA (10nM) for 

48h, in presence absence of XOR antagonists, Febuxostat and Allopurinol, at final concentration of 25µM. Superoxide 

production was expressed as count per seconds (CPS). 

 

To exclude any PMA interference with the cellular viability, and thus to ascertain that 

difference observed in luminescence values were due to increasing concentration of substrate and 

not to differences in cell number, a cellular vitality was checked via MTT assay. Results obtained 

from this experiment didn’t show any significant difference. 

During these first months my research activity was also aimed to the construction of a plasmid 

vector, pCMV-6-AC-GFP, leading the full length of the human gene, Xdh. The plasmid vector with 

the gene of interest will be used in the second part of the study for transient and stable 

transfection of HEK-293T and THP-I cells used for the preliminary studies, as well as for HUVEC and 

TeloHAEC cells that represent our own endothelial model.  

 

Future Activity Plan  

As above mentioned the second part of the project will be carried out by using an endothelial in 

vitro model represented by HUVEC and TeloHAEC cell lines, which will be transiently and stably 

transfected with the recombinant plasmid vector pCMV-6-AC-GFP – XOR cDNA, with the aim to 

recreate a pathological condition characterized by an overexpression of this gene. Furthermore, 

we wish to clarify the role of a particular site-specific mutation of XOR already reported in 



literature and strongly associated with high blood pressure levels in patients, whose molecular 

mechanisms have not been yet elucidated. To do this, our cells will be transfected with WT and 

mutated XOR and exposed to increasing concentration of xanthine/hypoxanthine with or without 

XOR antagonist, Allopurinol and Febuxostat, and the main metabolite UA as well as ROS will be 

quantified through biochemical assays. Furthermore, a real time measurement of oxygen 

consumption, NO and H2O2 levels will be performed using a WPI adapted oxygen electrode (15).  

At the end of the project we hope to have clarified the role of XDH/XO in ROS and UA-mediated 

endothelial dysfunction and whether interference of this pathway might prove useful in the 

therapeutics of CVD.  

 

  

 

 

 

 


